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POZIFORM® is a registered trademark of Specialised
Orthotic Services Ltd.
Thank you for purchasing your POZIFORM® CALF PANEL.
The POZIFORM® Calf Panel is designed to provide a lightweight, padded
support to prevent the wheelchair users feet from sliding off the foot rests
underneath the wheelchair.
All POZIFORM® products are supplied with a comprehensive 3 months
warranty from the date of purchase (For terms and conditions please consult
our Customer Services Department).
To fit your POZIFORM® Calf Panel please follow these instructions supplied.

Calf Panel should look like this when fitted to wheelchair.

KIT LIST & TOOL REQUIREMENTS
Your Harness Kit Consists Of The Following:

Tools Required (not supplied):

NO TOOLS REQUIRED
1 x Calf Panel

CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
Cleaning Instructions:

Maintenance Instructions:

Clean down with a damp cloth and a mild detergent.
When wet allow to dry naturally in a warm dry atmosphere.

CHECK for any signs of fraying and that straps work correctly.
PERIODIC cleaning will help prevent damage to straps.

DO NOT dry in any drying machine.
DO NOT wash in an automatic washing machine.
DO NOT iron.

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
BEFORE fitting the harness to any wheelchair/seating system please
consult the manufacturers hand book (or contact them direct) to find out if it
is safe to do so.

1)

Wrap Calf Panel around the front of the foot rest stems as 		
shown.

2)

Pull the Calf Panel tight and press the two sides of the velcro
together.

Note:

You must remove the Calf Panel before removing or swinging the
foot stems aside to prevent damage to Calf Panel and wheelchair.
Removal of the Calf Panel is a reversal of the fitting procedure.

The company has a policy of continual development and we reserve the right to alter specification and design without prior notification. All products manufactured are covered by
design rights or patents. This document is the copyright of the company and the contents are its intellectual property.

